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Gus
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: A regular visitor at least through the
beginning of the season; all photos are from
12/29
Diagnostics:
 Solid black back
 Dish shaped nose (curved or concave slope
to the top of the snout)
 Sparse but stark white patch behind the
eyes and fainter and separate white patch
on the lower cheek
Notes: Gus was enough of a regular to warrant
a name, and was good enough to pose the
evening of these photos (12/29) to clearly
differentiate him from Oscar (these are the
only known photos of Gus I have). On December 10, I wrote that Gus, one of three regulars,
seems to be a newcomer given his distinct
scoop-shaped muzzle (which I don’t recognize)
and general timidity (despite his huge
size). We’ve been witness recently to a couple
of skirmishes, resulting in lots of squeaking and
some mild quilling. Assuming this last bit includes Gus, it suggests that Gus was probably a
male (along with his size). He could be the
“Other Oscar” from the previous season.

Oscar
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: All photos are from between 11/28 and 12/29
(returned fall 2013)
Diagnostics:
 Solid black back, orange shock
 Large, scarred snout
 Many white hairs above and behind the eyes going all
the way to the backs of the cheeks
 Long yellow hairs hang from the lower cheeks like long
mutton chops
Notes: Oscar’s size, scarred snout, and behavior (described
below) point to his being male. On December 10 I wrote: I
started putting out seed every day in the middle of November and we now have two other porcupines showing up
regularly [including] Oscar, who we’re pretty sure was
around last year given his immediate use of manic window
begging...Oscar is the most aggressive porcupine we’ve met
so far in both his intimidation tactics with Gus and in his
frantic window clawing. We were terrified to find him peering through a second story window this weekend, having
climbed a ladder alongside it that I use to access the roof
[bottom left photo on following page]! It looked like he was
going to try to step onto the window sill outside, which is
almost non-existent, and would surely have led to a painful
plummet. Thankfully, after some mild clawing, he backed
down the ladder.
And, on December 29: Today Squeak and Oscar came by at
the same time and had a series of altercations. Although I
didn't catch one on video, I did video Oscar begging afterwards, with one paw full of Squeak's quills. He seemed
pretty adept at pulling them out with his teeth! It’s not
clear when he stopped coming for the season, but he returned the following fall.

Squeak
Size/sex: Medium-sized male
History: Arrived 9/25 and stayed
through mid-April (returned fall 2013)
Diagnostics:
 Solid dark back
 Crescent of white from above the eye most of the way down the
backs of the cheeks



Short yellow shock straight back from the forehead
Straight nose

Notes: Squeak arrived in September and stayed the season. Photos
show him hanging from the door knob, scratching at the door, frequently eating from our hands, and coming inside. Following are excerpts
from emails about the porcupines that feature him. I particular remember how wonderful it was to sniff noses with Squeak; he would exhale
warm porcupine breath onto my face, which I can still remember clearly, and which I count as one of the greatest joys of my life.
December 10: Squeak...showed up for the start of his third season with
us in the middle of August—a good month and a half before I would
consider putting out bird seed (because of bears). One afternoon, he just
showed up and started his characteristic begging at the French doors
(madly clawing at the glass). I did manage to capture a video of it one
day when he showed up in daylight….We fed him a handful of seeds
whenever he came by, and he quickly became a nightly visitor again. He
remains our most tame porcupine and we can full on pet him while he
eats. We touch noses regularly with him—even the dog has touched
noses with Squeak (and tried to entice him to play, which we quickly put
an end to).
December 29: Today Squeak and Oscar came by at the same time and
had a series of altercations. Although I didn't catch one on video, I did
video Oscar begging afterwards, with one paw full of Squeak's quills.

